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SMS - Revenue and growth still to be had
As demand remains high for A2P SMS industry players are given a reason to be optimistic following
a recent report from Ovum that predicts the number of A2P messages is expected to reach a staggering 2.2 trillion this year.
As late as 2014 it was predicted that there would be a continued decline in
SMS traffic worldwide with the exception of emerging markets. The ascendancy of OTT apps such as Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp and WeChat for
P2P (Person 2 Person) messaging will undoubtedly continue to grow for a
wide range of reasons and further ensure their stranglehold in the industry.
A2P SMS provides significant opportunity with demand at its highest in
customer relationship management services, which is expected to remain
the most lucrative in the coming years. CRM services are used to offer billing and transaction related information to customers, with the greatest
demand coming from the banking and financial sector, as consumers are
increasingly encouraged to, and subsequently rely on online services, as
opposed to physical transactions for their banking activities.
An increased set of applications for A2P SMS has provided greater opportunity allowing the masses to be updated about location-based opportunities,
promotional campaigns, breaking news, traffic updates and promotions,
whilst transactional messaging is utilised across industries including banking, healthcare, entertainment, tourism, marketing, retail and media.
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In terms of combating the rise of OTT rivals such as Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp and WeChat, operators are expected to
turn more attention to RCS, where services combine the high level reach of SMS messaging with the rich functionality of OTT
applications. Following the global launch of GSMA’s RCS ecosystem with the support of 50 operators in 27 countries, resulting
from Google and the GSMA aligning the industry behind a single interoperable Universal Profile, RCS finally shows signs of
perhaps delivering on what its struggled to promise. However depsite this breakthrough for RCS it is far from expected to make
a significant impact upon conventional SMS messaging and for the immediate future operators are focussed on capitalising
upon strong A2P SMS growth and reducing grey route traffic.
As projections see A2P messaging predicted to increase by 20% over the next 5 years to more than 2.7 trillion by 2022, operators’ efforts, in partnership with SMS firewall providers in detecting grey routes will continue to be a high priority in terms of
maximising profits.
Global use of SMS as a channel for business communications will continue to grow over the next 10 years as more organisations adopt A2P services and integrate them into their digital communications”. Furthermore the promise of IoT and autonomous transport heralds yet more opportunity for SMS messaging. This dovetails another area of growth for SMS which is the
MVNO (Mobile Virtual Network Operator) market. MVNO’s offer differentiated services. MVNO’s target niche markets such as
retail, businesses, roaming services, migrants, and youth.
Not only will we see a continued rise in SMS traffic but also the requirements around the SMS delivery at the network level
will change. If you're an MVNO offering niche roaming services the SMS signalling sequence will likely differ from a traditional
MNO. It is easy to envisage further complexity in the A2P and IoT markets.

"The global mobile virtual network operator (MVNO) market is expected to
witness compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 9.86% from 2015 to 2020."

Global MVNO Market Report 2015 - 2020

CONCLUSIONS
For an operator, aggregator, MVNE, API provider to benefit from this future upturn in SMS they need at their disposal flexible
SMS technology that provides the following benefits:

Future Proof

Scalable

Feature Rich

Cost Effective

Technology has to be flexible. The surge in
A2P, IoT and M2M places different requirements at network level, sometimes small
and subtle changes in signalling but none
the less you need to be able to rapidly and
simply provision these changes, in real time.

It’s got to work right? You want something
that is mature, has been deployed worldwide and is packed with bells and whistles
as standard.

No brainer. SMS like any other Telco traffic
peaks and dips so it has to scale and it has
to be able to scale big. It has to sit in the
cloud and be NFV compliant. It needs the
potential to start small and scale large as
the business plan takes off.

Great technology is rarely cheap but obviously needs to be commercially viable
upfront and offer straightforward upgrade
and OPEX costing’s.
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